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Шолц-Макронов план: за дробљење Србије 

By Živadin Jovanović, March 02, 2023

The EU claims to be neutral [Kosovo] status-wise. Or at least, the EU has not declared
parting ways with its status neutrality. Back in September 2019, the UN General Assembly
welcomed “the readiness of the European Union to facilitate a process of dialogue between
the  parties”,  on  the  basis  of  the  EU’s  declared  status-neutrality.  Тhis  Scholz-Macron
“proposal”  is  but  an  ultimatum  requiring  Serbia  to  recognize  the  illegal  unilateral
independence of the so-called Kosovo, accompanied by a list of threats of what will beset
Serbia should she fail to abide. In addition, this ultimatum is declared to be the position of
the entire EU. Its true nature is not altered by being presented to the Serbian public as “a
US-backed, EU’s new negotiating framework”. An ultimatum will be an ultimatum, whatever
the packaging.

We  need  to  vocalize  the  truth:  firstly,  that  the  EU  has  drastically  abandoned  its  status-
neutrality and secondly, that the latest paper (whoever by written, joined, or backed) is
proof of the European Union silently stepping out and beyond of the mandate given to it by
the United Nations General Assembly.

I have no doubts whatsoever that this matter is of utmost importance for Serbia, and that it
is a fool’s errand trying to act as if this is business as usual. Because if faced with the
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scenario where the legally binding decision of the UN Security Council are not observed, and
the UN General Assembly political guidance on mandating the EU to “facilitate the dialogue
between the parties” are disregarded, we have responsibility and duty to say out loud that
this is not normal, not beneficial for mutual trust, and not acceptable for Serbia. Rather, it
should not be normal or acceptable for any bona fide state member to the United Nations.

If we agree that the ongoing events concern the vital and long-term interests of Serbia, if we
are confident that our positions and views are righteous, principled, and well-based – which
we are – and if any party gets angered by this, we regret but nonetheless we have to stand
our ground, and not retreat. We must not get carried away by a current state of play, or get
swayed by any short-term interests. We must discern strategic trends and articulate our
positions based on our own experiences, lessons taught by history, and overall trends as
evaluated from all important aspects instead of any single angle.

I am afraid that, as a country and a nation, we have been continuously exposed to an
excessive influence of  the West’s  one-sided propaganda, views,  and interests.  This cannot
be good for us, not even if stemming from good intentions; when creeping in as a precursor
to the strategy of hegemony and domination, it can be plainly disastrous.

The one true key to peace, security, and a better life for all nations in the Balkans, including
the Serbian and Albanian people, lies in the observance of the fundamental principles of
international law, the UN Charter, and the consistent implementation of UNSC Resolution
1244.

None of the above is to be found in the so-called Scholz-Macron plan, presented to the
public as a sort of “EU’s new negotiating framework, US-backed” or a “Basic Agreement”
between Serbia and the so-called Kosovo.

The Scholz-Macron plan is not a framework for negotiations, or for any just or sustainable
solution. This is a plan to crush Serbia. If possible, with the consent of Serbia.

If the Scholz-Macron plan is the key to anything, the least of all is it a key to peace, stability
and progress of  any region,  nation,  or  Europe as a whole.  It  is  the plan for  the total
domination of the USA-led NATO over the Serbian people and the Balkans, and for setting
the Balkans as the strategic stage in the global war against Russia and China. It is the
juggernaut plant to keep crushing Serbia and the entire Serbian nation in the Balkans. If
their plan had had any good intentions, they would have made an effort to at least refer to
the UN Security Council guarantees vis-à-vis Serbia, given by their predecessors on June 10,
1999. If they were principled, if they really respected principles and international law, if they
pursued a predictable politics as they expect others to do, why would they stay clear from
the United Nations and the decisions taken by the Security Council! Since they were not,
and did  not,  Serbia  should  remain true to  herself,  to  her  people,  ancestors,  historical
heritage and enduring achievements belonging to the world civilization.

Why did they need Meloni? To help Macron water down his not-so-honorable role in ‘duet’
with Scholz? Or to jointly bolster the EU dimension of the ‘Plan’? Or maybe help Rome, as a
neighbor, claim a piece of merit for the connived incarnation of Greater Albania? Apart from
the USA as mastermind, the trio still  misses Rishi  Sunak to reprise the role of  Neville
Chamberlain, so to make rerun of the 1938 “saving the peace” in Berchtesgaden at least as
convincing as its premiere was 85 years ago.
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Under the “Brussels Agreement” of 2013, Serbia withdrew her legal and constitutional order
and institutions in the north of the Province. In turn, albeit in paper only, Serbia ensured the
Community of Serbian Municipalities (the CSM) with executive powers. Now, after ten years
of ‘stretching the rope’ to the point of snapping, it looks like Serbia’s adversaries, the same
one that Serbian leadership swears are the ‘only alternative’, are set on forcing Serbia to
pay once more for the establishment of the CSM, that is, an incapacitated CSM fashioned
pursuant to the so-called Kosovo Constitution. For this meagre gain, Serbia is expected to
agree  that  the  Scholz-Macron  plan/agreement  is  a  good  basis  for  the  resumption  of
negotiations that will lead to, and result in, the conclusion of a “comprehensive and legally
binding agreement on normalization”.

Then, the USA, the EU, NATO and Priština will proclaim and explain that ‘normalization’
means  mutual  recognition,  establishment  of  ‘good  neighborly  relations’,  respecting
reciprocity, sovereignty and territorial integrity of ‘parties’ and the so-called Kosovo’s full
membership in international organizations including the UN, and the like. If Serbia does
accept what was devised by those always brewing a same plot for her, she might as well
articulate her  consent  in  a  different  way,  but  this  in  itself  would not  alter  the unfolding of
events much to the detriment of Serbia.

It is very dicey to rely on the guarantees given by those already proven to have never kept
their word, instead of insisting on the existing guarantees given by the UN Security Council
and by those who have differing worldviews and who support the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Serbia. The latter comprise almost 2/3 of the world, whose relevance in global
relations is increasing, rather than decreasing. The pressures and gravity of the situation in
which  Serbia  finds  herself  are  not  and cannot  serve  as  justification  for  shifting  away from
the rights, principles and existing guarantees. Quite the contrary.
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